Paracord Awareness Ribbon

Materials:
Two 5 ft pieces of paracord
1.25 inch split ring
Lacing needle

({Total cost for this project starts at $2.89})

Step 1: Find the middle of one piece of cord and create an “S” shape as shown.

Step 2: Bring the top cord half A under the top two cords in the “S” shape and up through the loop at the bottom.

Step 3: Bring the bottom half B under the bottom two pieces and up through the loop on the top.
Step 4: Bring A down over the knot and bring C up over the knot.

Step 5: Bring D over A and under C

Step 6: Bring B over C and under A

Tighten and repeat steps 4 through 6 until you have about 15 knots.

Add the split ring onto one cord and continue tying until you reach 22 knots.
Step 7: Attach a lacing needle to cord A and thread it through knot 8.

Turn the ribbon over and repeat the same process by threading A through knot 8.

Thread cord B through knot 7 and pull all cords tight.

Step 8: Working from the side, bring A to the top and B to the bottom.

Step 9: Bring the cord on the left over A and under B.
Step 10: Bring the cord on the right over B and under A. Then pull tight.

Repeat steps 8 through 10 until you have 5 or 6 knots. Pull tight. Trim and melt ends.